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SUMMARY
From January 15 to March 20, 2018, Metro asked residents,
businesses, policymakers and other leaders of the greater
Portland region for their thoughts to help refine the draft
2018 Regional Transportation Plan project lists. Five
strategies were used to engage the public and businesses:


an online survey that focused on asking participants
how they would prioritize outcomes and rate
strategies to get those outcomes



a community leaders’ forum, bringing together
community representatives from Metro’s advisory
committees and other community leaders to discuss
the evaluation key takeaways



Metro Councilor briefings to business and
community groups



the project website and materials, such as the key
takeaways document and an interactive map of
proposed projects, allowing for more detailed
feedback via letter or email.



the Metro Council hosted the final Regional
Leadership Forum for members of the Metro Policy
Advisory Committee and Joint Policy Advisory
Committee on Transportation, along with invited
business and community leaders to discuss the results
of the technical evaluation and public comment period
as well as provide recommendations on the outcomes
of the plan that need to be prioritized in the next 10
years.

RTP Project Lists
The Regional Transportation Plan
comprises two main parts: the
policy section and the project
lists.
The project lists are priority
projects from local, regional or
state planning efforts that
provided opportunities for public
input.
Earlier this year, staff performed
an analysis to see if the projects
made enough progress toward
our desired outcomes. In spring
2018, regional decision-makers
discussed these findings, new
funding information and public
input to provide additional
refinements to the project lists.
The engagement activities
summarized in this report
informed updates to the draft
project lists to make more
progress toward these regional
priorities – equity, safety, travel
options and congestion.

Online survey
One overarching theme heard throughout the engagement period is the draft project list falls short
of accomplishing the outcomes our region has identified as priorities for the 2018 RTP to achieve.
Through the online survey we heard that people want investments in better street design to
improve safety, more frequent MAX and bus service to address system reliability, increasing
roadway capacity and better walk and bike connections to have more travel options for going to
work, school or shopping. Participants also called for more investment in freight so goods can
reliably and safely get to market.
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Participants also recommended focusing investments equitably to ensure that communities of color
and other historically marginalized communities don’t continue to fall behind the rest of our region.
This means prioritizing investments in communities that have been underserved and targeting
areas where there are inadequate and unreliable transportation options. People recognize that
improving access is an important step to make sure all people have opportunities to experience
economic prosperity and our region’s quality of life.
After prioritizing outcomes, participants were asked to identify which strategies best achieved
those outcomes. Below are the top three strategies for the three highest priority outcomes.
Safety


Enhance street design, such as reducing speeds and putting in protected crosswalks



Improve walk and bike connections by completing sidewalks and bikeways and increasing
separation from traffic



Enhance transit stops with safe crossings and improved lighting

System reliability


Improve transit service with more frequent bus and MAX



Expand freeways and streets and improve street connections



Technology improvements | Housing close to transit (tied)

Travel options


Improve transit service with more frequent bus and MAX



Improve walk and bike connections by completing sidewalks and bikeways and increasing
separation from traffic



Enhance street design, such as reducing speeds and putting in protected crosswalks

Community Leaders’ Forum
In addition to the online comment opportunity, 27 leaders participated in the community leaders’
forum hosted on Jan. 19, 2018. These leaders, representing social equity, environmental justice,
labor fairness and community engagement perspectives, voiced their opinions and shared their
thoughts about which outcomes they want to see prioritized in the 2018 Regional Transportation
Plan. Leaders also heard updates from staff about the Southwest Corridor light rail project and
equitable development strategy and other efforts around parks and nature, garbage and recycling,
affordable housing and transportation.
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Many comments focused on the need to improve equity in the region and understand how
investments will affect people – and which populations will benefit or not benefit. Other comments
focused on highlighting the needs of seniors and people with disabilities, as well as communities of
color and people with low income.
The three main takeaways of the forum are reflected below.


Lead with equity – if you address it, you get other desired outcomes.



Explicitly articulate who will benefit from these outcomes.



Better explain how the needs of people will be met by connecting equity to housing, jobs and
transportation.

Metro Council briefings
As part of the public comment opportunity, the Metro Council engaged several business and
community organizations to provide a preview of initial evaluation of the project lists and key
takeaways. Some of the feedback heard is reflected below.


Our region’s transportation system must be accessible to everyone.



We need more bus service in East Portland and other areas where underserved communities
live.



Concern that freight projects make up a small portion of the cost of the entire plan.



Ensure that benefits and burdens of congestion pricing are distributed equitably.



Improve biking and walking access to transit.

Project materials and website
Staff developed several materials to communicate the results of the initial evaluation and
summarize the key takeaways. An eight-page discussion guide provided an overview of the plan, a
summary of the project list, and key takeaways on how the plan will perform based on staff
analysis. The materials were posted on the project website with an invitation to send more detailed
feedback via letter or email. The key takeaways document was also used to frame the discussions of
the Community Leaders Forum and Metro Council briefings.
Additionally, staff created an online interactive map to provide more information on specific
projects, including estimated cost, primary purpose, and anticipated timing of completion, among
other categories. All the materials and this map are available at oregonmetro.gov/2018projects.
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Regional Leadership Forum
On March 2, 2018, the Metro Council hosted Regional Leadership Forum 4, at the Oregon
Convention Center. More than 100 city, county, and regional policymakers and business and
community leaders from across the greater Portland area joined in bringing the perspectives of
their constituents and communities to the conversation.
Participants were presented with a discussion guide that framed the key issues and priorities of the
Metro Council as well as a results summary from the online survey, Community Leaders’
These leaders offered their views on:


Priorities to address in the next 10 years and beyond



Opportunities for aligning investments with priorities as draft project lists are refined by
jurisdictions



Building a shared path forward.

Leaders participated in table discussions to recommend ways for jurisdictions to refine their draft
lists to better meet the region’s shared goals. The seven key takeaways of the forum are reflected
below.


We can make more near-term progress on key regional priorities – equity, safety, travel options
and congestion.



[Updating the project lists in the 2018 RTP] is an opportunity to reduce disparities and barriers
that exist for historically marginalized communities.



Prioritize projects that focus on safety in high injury corridors.



Accelerate transit service expansion.



Tackle congestion and manage travel demand.



Prioritize completion of biking and walking network gaps.



We must continue to build public trust through inclusive engagement, transparency and
accountability.

4
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PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
Our region’s economic prosperity and quality of life depend on a transportation system that
provides every person and business with access to safe, reliable, healthy and affordable ways to get
around.

2018 Regional Transportation Plan update
Our region's economic prosperity and quality of life depend
on a transportation system that provides every person and
business with access to safe, reliable, healthy and affordable
ways to get around.
The Regional Transportation Plan provides a shared vision
and investment strategy that guides investments for all
forms of travel to keep people connected and commerce
moving throughout the Portland metropolitan region. The
plan is updated every four years to stay ahead of future
growth and address trends and challenges facing the
region.

The greater Portland region is looking
ahead to how our transportation
system will accommodate future
growth and change – and what
investments we should make over the
next 25 years to build a safe, reliable,
healthy and affordable transportation
system.

Our region is growing rapidly and straining our aging
transportation system. A half-million new residents are
expected to live in the greater Portland region by 2040.
Our communities are becoming more culturally diverse,
bringing rich cultural activity to neighborhoods. A new
Find out more about opportunities to
generation will grow to adulthood as others move toward
be involved in the 2018 RTP update at
retirement. Climate change is happening, and our system
oregonmetro.gov/rtp.
is not prepared for the expected Cascadia Subduction
Zone earthquake. We are experiencing technological
changes in transportation that could radically alter our daily lives. Housing affordability and safe,
reliable and affordable access to education, jobs and other important destinations are of concern.

The 2018 Regional Transportation Plan update provides policymakers, community and business
stakeholders and the public with an opportunity to work together across interests and
communities to bring innovative solutions to the challenges facing our changing region. It provides
a platform for updating our shared vision for the transportation system and defining strategies and
investment priorities to help ensure people and products get where they need to go as congestion,
safety and maintenance issues increasingly impact our daily lives.
The 2018 RTP update is an opportunity to define how we will create a safe, reliable, healthy and
affordable transportation system that is environmentally responsible, efficiently moves products to
market and ensures all people can connect to the education and work opportunities they need to
experience and contribute our region’s economic prosperity and quality of life.
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ONLINE SURVEY: PRIORITIES FOR OUR TRANSPORTATION FUTURE
From Jan. 15 to Feb. 17, 2018, Metro asked residents and businesses of the greater Portland region
for their thoughts to help refine the draft 2018 Regional Transportation Plan project lists. The
online survey asked participants two questions:


How can we best improve our region’s transportation system over the next 10 years? Select
your top 5 most important outcomes.



For each of the top 5 priorities, what strategies will best help get us there?

More than 2,900 people responded to the survey from Jan. 15 to Feb. 17, 2018. The first question
provided eight priorities, developed through previous public engagement. Participants were asked
to rank their top five priorities. For the second question, participants were provided strategies that
advance each of their top priorities and were asked to rate the value or importance of these
strategies.

Question 1: How can we best improve our region’s transportation system over the next 10
years? Select your top 5 most important outcomes and provide additional feedback with the
“comment” option.
Respondents: 2905
Participants were given the following priorities and brief explanations and asked to rank their top
five priorities. The priorities were randomized for each user.
Affordability – From gas prices to parking fees, bus fares and ride service costs, how we get around
and how far we need to go affects the cost to get there. This can be urgent for people who need to
live farther from jobs and schools due to rising housing costs.
Economic prosperity – A strong economy relies on a system of roads, bikeways, sidewalks and
transit to get people to work and school and get goods to market and delivered to consumers.
Health & air quality – Air pollutants from driving alone are becoming a larger concern – from
increasing asthma rates to accelerating climate change. A focus on health and air quality helps
people reduce their emissions and get benefits from people-powered travel.
Maintenance – From fixing potholes to fixing traffic signals, restriping lanes and repairing buses,
we need to take care of what we’ve already built.
Safety – While greater Portland is a leader in transportation safety, the region still averages 4821
deaths and serious injuries per year for people driving, walking and biking.

1

The online survey mistakenly stated the regional average was 330 deaths and serious injuries.
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Social equity – Historically, our transportation system has not benefited everyone in greater
Portland. A focus on social equity ensures informed, equitable decisions about where
transportation dollars go to create a system that serves everyone.
System reliability – With a half-million more people in greater Portland by 2040, we’ll see more
traffic, full buses and more people walking and biking. Reliability is about predictability – knowing
how long it will take to get home from school, work or activities.
Travel options – Cars will always be part of the system, but not everyone can or wants to drive. A
complete system must also include safe options for people to bike, walk and ride the bus or MAX to
get to where they want to go.
Participants were asked to select and rank their top five most important priorities from a list of
eight. The priorities were presented in random order for each user. A higher score in the chart
below reflects a higher ranking by participants.
To offer a summary of responses visually, the options were assigned point values. Choice 1 was
given 8 points, choice 2 given 7 points, choice 3 given 6 points, and so on, through choice 5 given 4
points; since what would have been choices 6-8 were not ranked, they were each assigned 0 points.
The point totals were then averaged across all responses. A higher score in the chart below reflects
a higher ranking by participants.
Q1. Select your top 5 most important outcomes
Results by region and county (responses: 13,567)
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Clackamas County participants
ranked safety, system reliability
and maintenance as their top
three transportation priorities.

Multnomah County participants
ranked safety, travel options and
system reliability as their top
three transportation priorities.

Washington County participants
ranked system reliability, safety
and travel options as their top
three transportation priorities.

8
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Question 1 open-ended comments
Participants were provided the opportunity to offer additional comments on their priorities. Most
reiterated or further explained their ranking, while others offered additional considerations,
nuance or ideas not captured.
Safety (117 comments) – Comments called out safety as a priority or motivating factor for making
changes to the transportation system, including a call to focus on implementing a Vision Zero
framework and providing safer facilities/investments for people walking and biking. Many
comments called out that safety should not be a standalone priority but integrated throughout all
priorities.


“Design our roads for safety!”



“Safety for all users, particularly for the most vulnerable
users (people on foot and bikes).”



“Prioritized investments to realize Vision Zero are absolutely essential.”



“Plan and design for aging population and to encourage active transportation.”

“Safety should be part of
every choice, not a separate
one.”

System reliability (101 comments) – There were many comments suggesting how to make the
region’s transportation system more reliable. Many comments were in favor of increasing roadway
capacity while there were also strong calls for increasing frequency of travel options.


“We must not attempt to achieve reliability by expanding
road capacity given that additions will fill up due to being
underpriced, but instead focus on making transit more
reliable and reducing congestion by giving people better
options and better pricing roadways.”



“It seems like safety and systems maintenance have a direct
correlation to system reliability as those are the key factors
that impact whether a train is on time and we can get home. If we can work on those, [system
reliability] should improve.”



“Plain and simple, we need more capacity on our roadways. Too many one-lane roads carrying
high levels of commuter traffic….”



“Maintenance and predictability are key to reliability.”
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“I live in Gladstone and work
in west Beaverton where it
takes me twice as long to get
to and from work via TriMet
because they do not have
any direct routes.”

9

Maintenance (84 comments) – Comments mostly referenced the prevalence of potholes and the
need to take care of the previous investments in the system we have.


“Fixing unimproved roads and adding sidewalks near
schools is my top priority.”



“Maintenance should include improvements to
accommodate people who use travel options other than just
cars.”



“Pot holes are becoming the norm; road maintenance needs to be a higher priority.”

“Maintaining the existing
system is critical to reduce
the long-term costs of
transportation.”

Economic prosperity (65 comments) – Many comments equated economic prosperity to be a
product of other outcomes presented (affordability, equity, travel options, etc.). A small majority of
comments also called for expanding highway and road capacity to move people and freight in an
efficient manner.


“We need more roads to move goods and people in the most
efficient way possible.”



“To truly create economic prosperity for all, equity for all
needs to be a priority.”

“I think economic prosperity
is the result of other
priorities, including travel
options.”

Travel options (154 comments) – There were many comments expressing a willingness to use
alternative modes of travel if better options existed. Other comments noted that demographics are
changing and people will have different transportation needs. Others also explicitly called out the
need for transit options to be more frequent and reliable.


“Providing travel options for walking, biking and transit helps achieve all of the other outcomes.
Travel options are not an outcome but a means to achieving an outcome.”



“Being able to predict the time required to travel to a
destination has become increasingly difficult recently,
whether driving or using transit. Need to take steps to
improve reliability of transit and keep traffic moving.”

“I live in the suburbs and
ride my bike whenever
possible. I’d take public
transportation more often
than I do currently if better
options were available.”



“The population is aging and elders who should not be driving
need reliable alternatives to make the roads safer for
everyone.”



“As a resident of Washington County, I find my travel options on transit are too limited to make
the system usable. Service needs to be expanded significantly near major employment centers
and housing development, such as South Cooper Mountain. Without high quality transit service,
it is impossible for low-income households to live in many parts of the community because they
need a car.”

10
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“Dedicated bus lanes without cars would incentivize me to take the bus more often. More MAX
lines would also be great.”

Health and air quality (74 comments) – A large number of comments noted the need to invest in
active transportation options to provide reliable and accessible alternatives to driving singleoccupancy vehicles for improved health and air quality outcomes. Others noted that government
needs to play a major role in keeping the public healthy and improving air quality.


“More pedestrian friendly neighborhoods reduces the need to
burn fuel for transportation.”



“Making bike lanes and sidewalks more plentiful and
accessible might get more cars off the road and help with pollution!”



“We must reduce both air pollution and GHGs. We must provide the infrastructure that makes it
safe and easy for people to bicycle and walk so that physical activity is integrated better into
residents’ daily lives.”



“Switching from diesel to electric vehicles in the public transit, delivery, and truck fleets is also
key to improving air quality.”

“Government must lead
on health and air quality.”

Affordability (81 comments) – Many comments spoke to the growing unaffordability of the greater
Portland region as a whole, with many specifically calling out the region’s low-income community
members. Other comments noted the cyclical nature of poverty and pointed to the connection
between transportation and housing affordability.


“Participants with barriers need better access to the
transportation system in Oregon in order to remove
themselves from poverty.”



“We cannot have economic prosperity if people cannot get to
health care, food, child care, jobs, education, etc.”



“Create affordability by giving people better options and helping housing issues to reduce the
need to travel in the first place.”

“Affordability and social
equity go hand in hand.
Transit is a public good
and indirectly benefits
people who don’t use it.”

Social equity (76 comments) – Many comments called out inequitable issues related to the region’s
transportation system, including older populations and people with disabilities with inadequate
access to transportation, targeted enforcement on communities of color, and the connection to
poverty and other societal issues.


“Create safe spaces for people to walk and bike in low income areas and communities of color.”
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“Having transit that runs 24/7 will allow people with two jobs
or that work night shift to be able to get to work without a
personal vehicle or paying high prices for driving service.”



“I’m particularly interested in seeing that older adults and
people with disabilities have access to transportation. Door to
door. Safe. Affordable. Language access is critical. Use more
graphics and non-English or literacy-based guidance to help
people navigate complex systems. Consider colors and icons to
help move people through your systems.”



“As someone who doesn't have a car, I find it extremely difficult
to navigate many areas in Clackamas County, particularly the Oregon City area. There are so
many roads that don't have bike lanes or sidewalks, so walking them is quite dangerous.”



“If everyone cannot access this system we have worsening inequities in other aspects of our
community (i.e. in health, in access to opportunity) and this leads overtime to a decline in
economic prosperity. If we don't have contributions from the wisdom of many different
perspectives we will not be able to address the challenges we currently face.”



“When we prioritize poor people and people of color, outcomes for everyone improve.”

“All of these other
outcomes play into
achieving greater social
equity. And achieving
greater social equity means
we are addressing things
like safety, affordability,
economic prosperity. It’s
hard to separate them as
they are all interwoven.”

Other suggestions (178 comments)
Participants were provided the opportunity to offer
additional comments on this question. Commenters
suggested including resilience and environmental
sustainability, increasing road capacity, congestion
pricing, emerging technologies, like autonomous
vehicles and congestion relief, as outcomes to be
considered.
After participants chose their top five outcomes, the
next screen presented strategies for each of those
selected outcomes. Participants were asked to rate
the importance of each strategy associated with
each goal.

12
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Question 2: For each of your top five priorities, rate the strategies you think will best help get
us there for the next 10 years. Five stars for the more important strategy, one star for the less
important strategy. Some strategies can meet multiple goals.
Safety
How do we create a system that’s safe for all users? (Number of times rated, average rating)


Street design – speed reduction, protected crosswalks, medians at high-injury locations (1836,
4.19)



Walk and bike connections – improve or complete sidewalks/bikeways, increased separation
from traffic (1811, 4.07)



Transit stops and access – safe crossings, lighting, improved bus and MAX stops,
sidewalks/bikeways (1800, 3.94)



Traffic laws enforcement – equitable enforcement of speeding and distracted or aggressive
driving (1814, 3.78)



Safety education – transportation safety and driver education programs (1789, 3.22)

How do we create a safe system that’s safe for all users?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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System reliability
How do we create a predictable and efficient system? (Number of times rated, average rating)


More/frequent bus and MAX – improve and expand transit service (1699, 4.00)



Technology improvements – smart user technology and improved traffic management for
cars and buses (1681, 3.71)



Housing close to transit – more transit oriented development for housing, jobs and services
(1660, 3.56)



Roads and highways – expanded freeways and streets, improve street connections (1669,
3.35)



Manage highway capacity – charge user fees, such as tolls, during peak travel periods (1663,
3.10)

How do we create a predictable and efficient system?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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Travel options
How do we provide more options for getting around? (Number of times rated, average rating)


More/frequent bus and MAX – improve and expand transit service (1592, 4.23)



Walk and bike connections – improve or complete sidewalks/bikeways, increased separation
from traffic (1579, 4.09)



Street design – speed reduction, protected crosswalks, medians at high-injury locations (1584,
4.08)



Travel options incentives – programs and incentives to reduce vehicle trips (1557, 3.59)



Education programs – provide safety and user information for biking, walking and transit
(1535, 2.79)

How do we provide more options for getting around?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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Maintenance
How do we take care of what we have? (Number of times rated, average rating)


Roads in good repair – fix potholes, restripe lanes, maintenance for existing streets and
highways (1484, 4.38)



Bridges retrofits – repair bridges to withstand earthquakes and severe weather (1446, 4.13)



Buses/MAX in good repair – bus and MAX vehicle maintenance and replacement, including
tracks and stops (1425, 3.78)



Sidewalk maintenance – repair broken and uneven sidewalks (1442, 3.63)



Clean bike lanes – bike lanes cleared of riding hazards (1420, 3.33)

How do we take care of what we have?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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Health & air quality
How do we best protect our health and air quality? (Number of times rated, average rating)


Walk and bike connections – improve or complete sidewalks/bikeways, increased separation
from traffic (1383, 4.31)



More/frequent bus and MAX – improve and expand transit service (1384, 4.10)



Housing close to transit – more transit oriented development for housing, jobs and services
(1365, 3.88)



Technology improvements – technology to reduce idling and increase availability of cleaner
vehicles (1388, 3.80)



Travel options incentives – programs and incentives to reduce vehicle trips (1366, 3.75)

How do we best protect our health and air quality?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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Affordability
How do we provide an affordable system for all? (Number of times rated, average rating)


Affordable fare programs – transit pass programs for youth, older adults, people with low
incomes (1388, 4.11)



More/frequent bus and MAX – improve and expand transit service (1366, 3.95)



Walk and bike connections – improve or complete sidewalks/bikeways, increased separation
from traffic (1349, 3.83)



Housing close to transit – more transit oriented development for housing, jobs and services
(1359, 3.65)



Technology improvements – smart user technology to improve commutes (e.g., trip planning
apps) (1343, 3.32)

How do we provide an affordable system for all?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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Social equity
How do we create a system that’s fair for everyone? (Number of times rated, average rating)


Affordable fare programs – transit pass programs for youth, older adults, people with low
incomes (1181, 4.47)



More/frequent bus and MAX – improve and expand transit service (1176, 4.32)



Walk and bike connections – improve or complete sidewalks/bikeways, increased separation
from traffic (1168, 4.21)



Housing close to transit – more transit oriented development for housing, jobs and services
(1166, 4.10)



Special transit services – special mobility services for older adults and people living with
disabilities (1156, 3.88)

How do we create a system that’s fair for everyone?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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Economic prosperity
How do we create a system that boosts our economy? (Number of times rated, average rating)


Bridge/road maintenance – repair and improve existing streets, highways and bridges (773,
4.43)



Access to jobs/services – improve road, biking and transit connections to job centers and
services (753, 4.01)



Bridges retrofits – repair bridges to withstand earthquakes and severe weather (746, 3.92)



Freight access – improve freight access to industry and ports (748, 3.66)



More/frequent bus and MAX – improve and expand transit service (731, 3.39)

How do we create a system that boosts our economy?

1 = Less important, 5= more important
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Question 2 open-ended comments
Access to jobs and services (32 comments) – Comments on this strategy called out the need to
expand capacity through road and highway expansions, as well as expand frequency of transit
service. A small subset of comments advocated for building housing near job centers.


“Flexibility in transit availability to serve job centers where shift work may result in transit
need beyond the typical service time periods.”



“Ask companies how they can help with this problem too.”



“Need more roads and bridges (for cars, that is) to reflect the needs of the growing population
of the PDX metro area.”

Affordable fare programs (111 comments) – A
majority of comments on this strategy called out
the need for affordable or free transit fares,
especially for low-income commuters, older
populations and youth. Other comments noted a
greater inclination to use transit if it were more
affordable and more reliable.


“Make sure that everyone can get around,
regardless of their financial status”



“Affordable fares must be complimented with
convenient, timely access.”



“We often don’t take the MAX because it’s cheaper to drive downtown and pay for parking.”



“Mass transit needs to be free – that would solve congestion and reduce the city’s carbon
footprint significantly.”

Bridge and road maintenance (33 comments) – Comments on this strategy called out the need for
increased capacity on roads, increased funding for system maintenance and the need to maintain
the region’s bridges.


“Cheaper to maintain than to rebuild/replace in many cases. However, replacement should be
on the table for many of our bridges.”



“Roads and bridges are in poor condition around the region. They must be repaired for safety
for commuters and transportation for the economy.”



“Need to increase capacity!”
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Bridge retrofits (83 comments) – Several comments on this strategy called out the Cascadia
Subduction Zone earthquake as the major reason to reinforce/replace the region’s bridges for
public safety and the economy.


“We have to make more seismic investment in bridges.”



“This seems like the most important one to me. Damage to the region caused by an earthquake
would be so incredibly compacted by destruction of the bridges.”



“Possibly the most expensive of choices but also would serve the largest number of residents”

Buses and MAX in good repair (45 comments) – Most of the comments on this strategy
articulated that overall, buses and the MAX are in good repair. However, there were several
comments focused on the need update fleets with cleaner vehicles, maintain the system and
expanding service.


“Overall, TriMet appears to be doing a good job of
maintaining its fleet and tracks. This is a must for a
transit system to attract and sustain ridership.”



“I don’t ride often because there is barely any service in
West Linn and none connecting West Linn to Wilsonville
directly. But when I do ride, the buses and MAX look to
be in good condition.”



“If you don’t protect your investment (i.e. maintain the tracks and MAX stops) you’ll lose your
return. And everyone who uses the MAX will suffer.”

Clean bike lanes (96 comments) – Comments on this strategy called out the need to make bike
lanes safer, suggesting more efforts to keep them clear or putting in protected or separated
bikeways. There was a small subset of comments noting that this should not be as prioritized as
other strategies.


“This is a big deal. Riders should feel safe. Better lanes equals more riders.”



“Pot holes specifically. While cars can come out with a flat tire at worst, riders can come out
with serious injuries. This must be a priority.”



“As a daily bike rider, this should be a priority. It should be low-cost. And it is really part of
safety, not maintenance.”
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Education programs for travel options (60
comments) – Some comments on this strategy
articulated that education campaigns should be
targeted at drivers while others felt education
programs should target walkers and bikers. Most
comments made the point that education programs
for travel options are the most impactful strategy.
However, many noted this information is already
available. Many comments focused on enhancing the
built environment to make it safer for drivers, bikers
and people who walk.


“Research often shows that education isn’t nearly as effective as physically altering the
environment in which people make decisions. Changing the landscape of our roads and cities
will go farther than education at changing behavior and making the Portland metro area more
livable.”



“The information is easily shared and accessible via modern technology, however, there needs
to be more options.”



“Provide financial information and coaching so people can make different choices about
commute trips.”

Freight access (30 comments) – A majority of comments on this strategy spoke to the importance
of keeping freight moving, noting that certain freight routes should be prioritized for economic and
environmental benefits as well as increasing local capacity on neighborhood streets.


“If you want to keep the economy going, trucks need to be moving. If they are sitting in traffic it
will just make things worse and businesses that rely on the ports will leave. Plus, the faster they
are moving, the less they are polluting.”



“Improving freight access should be done with a livability lens – can freight traffic be rerouted
off busy streets and out of our neighborhoods to have less of an impact? If this is done, make
sure to use a social equity lens to ensure certain groups/areas are not disproportionately
impacted.”

Housing close to transit (239 comments) – Most comments on this strategy agreed that housing
should be located next to transit. While some comments argued for affordable housing options to be
prioritized, other comments expressed that it should be left to the market to figure out. Other
commenters suggested reworking transit routes to serve existing housing.


“Having housing in conjunction with transit and walkability is key in creating a highly
functional and more sustainable infrastructure for the metro area.”
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“Just as important, improve transit close to housing; not to mention to major destinations, such
as centers of industry currently not served by daylight service when people have swing shifts
and odd hours.”



“We need to create options that allow people to live care free (or at least low-car). We need
housing more than we need parking but that’s just not viable if it takes people 3x as long to
make it from home to work every day.”

Manage highway capacity (208 comments) – About half of the comments on this strategy
advocated for congestion pricing or tolling to help ease congestion and encourage alternative
transportations options while the other half of participants did not want any tolling or congestion
pricing, citing equity issues and not wanting to pay more for their use of the system.


“Pricing congestion is proven to reduce
congestion. Adding freeway lanes is shown
not to improve congestion.”



“Social equity must be considered. People
have the right to make trips. When transit
service isn’t available…or not viable, then
charging for peak travel is inequitable.”



“Build more roads to speed up traffic, don’t
charge to move people.”



“Tolls and congestion pricing need to be implemented before any highway expansion is
considered.”

More frequent bus and MAX (396 comments) – Many of the comments on this strategy suggested
strategies to improve reliability and frequency of buses and MAX, including having more express
routes to popular job and housing centers, more service in suburban areas of the region, and give
bus and MAX more priority on roadways to increase reliability and decrease trip time.


“Buses and MAX will never be effective until they are there when people need them. You can’t
work the late shift if buses stop at 8pm. It’s a hardship if you live or work were buses run only
once an hour.”



“More suburban service! We need to match bus service with light rail.”



“Frequency is good, but what can we do to reduce travel time across town? It’s quite a burden to
take an hour long bus when you can drive in 20 minutes.”
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Roads and highways (155 comments) –
About half of the comments on this
strategy advocated for expanding
roadways and highways to increase
capacity while about half of the other
participants advocated for improving
system connectivity through local street
connections. There were several
comments about addressing congestion
through alternative transportation
options.


“Roadways need to be wider and the street lights need to be timed for faster travel.”



“Improving street connections is much more important than expanding freeways and streets.”



“If you build more vehicle lanes more people will drive and congestion will continue to grow.”

Roads in good repair (88 comments) – A majority of comments on this strategy called out that
filling in potholes should be a top priority in maintaining our transportation. Other comments
focused on widening roads for cars, banning studded tires and restriping lanes.


“Staying on top of pothole repair is the absolute number one thing I want to see in the near
future.”



“Building a good reputation with the public would mean a fix-it-first strategy. This work
appears mundane, but it will make a huge difference.”



“This is an absolute must to ensure safe and economically sound transportation.”

Safety education (82 comments) – Most comments on this strategy called out the importance of
safety education but noted that it would be more effective to focus resources on the built
environment.


“Driving, cyclist and pedestrian education is important and undervalued. Teaching folks how to
cooperate on the road, whether they are cycling, driving, or walking is important.”



“Don’t waste money on PR campaigns. The best public education is implicit a built environment
that is designed for safety.”



“I believe this is essential for creating a culture of safety and knowledge of the auto-alternative
infrastructure we are building in this city.”
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Sidewalk maintenance (60 comments) – Comments on this
strategy mostly highlighted the need for the region to repair and
maintain existing sidewalks and build sidewalks where they do
not currently exist. Other participants noted that homeowners
and businesses should be responsible for maintenance of
sidewalks in front of their properties.


“I live in a neighborhood with no sidewalks. I would take a
sidewalk with a bump anyway.”



“Add sidewalks, ADA curbs and street lights throughout the
greater Portland metro area so that all residents have a safe
route home and to local businesses.”



“Building new sidewalks is more important to me than
repairing existing ones because that’s an equity issue. The lower income neighborhoods that
lack sidewalks and where people have to walk more due to the fact that lower income people
tend to drive less should be the highest priority.”

Special transit services (35 comments) – Most comments on this strategy pointed to making the
transit stops and transportation options (like bus, MAX and walk and bike facilities) ADA accessible
and keep transit fares low or free for these system users.


“If the system, as designed, cannot accommodate people with disabilities then this must be a
priority along with affordability and fare accessibility.”



“People who can’t drive and need better accessibility should be treated as priority in who public
transit serves.”



“Incorporate this kind of usability into the main expanded transit service and walk-bike
connectivity, so we can travel together and help each other travel.”

Street design (176 comments) – A majority of comments on this strategy called out reducing
speeds on neighborhood streets. Other suggestions include protected sidewalks, better lighting,
calls for more and less medians and roundabouts.


“Speed reduction will go a long way to help pedestrian feel safer.”



“More flashing beacons at pedestrian crossings.”



“Improved street design that prioritizes people walking and biking should be a priority for the
city.”



“This should be focused on low income and marginalized communities who bear the brunt of
injuries and deaths for all traffic accidents.”
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Additional questions
Participants were also asked to provide their thoughts on living in the greater Portland region,
including questions on quality of life, commute pattern, how long participants have lived in the
region, social equity and transportation funding. That feedback is reflected below.
How would you rate the quality of life in greater Portland? (Responses: 2,533)

85% of respondents say
quality of life in greater
Portland is good or very good.

What does “quality of life” mean to you? (Responses: 1,664)


“Ability to meet my daily needs and to live the life I want to lead.”



“Having a safe place to love with family and accessibility to get from one place to another,
whether by walking, cycling, driving or public transportation.”



“Access to services, housing, economic mobility is very poor for people of color. I do not
experience this as much, but am aware that it needs improvement for many [people] here.”



“Opportunity to live safely, affordably, and comfortably within reasonable distance to work,
commercial services, and recreational opportunities.”



“A community where we value the lives of all members and strive to take care of the
marginalized, create opportunities for everyone to reach their full potential.”
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Where do you live? (Responses: 2,549)

Where do you work or go to school? (Responses: 2,504)

28
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How long have you lived in the greater Portland area? (Responses: 2,533)

Why did you choose to live in the greater Portland area? (Responses: 2,085)


“I was born here.”



“Progressive policies, excellent public transit, affordable housing, commitment to
sustainability.”



“Quality of life, educational opportunities and close proximity to the sea and mountains.”



“Used to be the ability to live without a car comfortably and the reputation for greater biking
and transit options. I feel we’ve slipped in these areas – other cities are doing better.”



“Close to where I grew up; the Pacific Northwest is the best place in the country.”



“The community feel that Portland used to have is what kept me here. It’s not as easy to live
here anymore with housing prices skyrocketing and seeing people struggling so much to get
by.”



“Moved from Buckman to Vancouver for affordability and space.”



“Lots of ‘job opportunities’ and ‘green and progressive city’ and ‘vibrant arts and culture
scene.’”
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Do you agree or disagree with the statement below? (Responses: 2,499)
A history of systemic racism in Oregon and the greater Portland area has ensured that communities
of color benefit less from public investment in our transportation system.

66 % of respondents
say they strongly
agree or somewhat
agree that a history of
systemic racism in
Oregon and the
greater Portland area
has ensured that
communities of color
benefit less from
public investment in
our transportation
system.

How do you think social equity/fairness should be improved through transportation
investments? (Responses: 1,667)


“Connect transportation and affordable housing, do not allow transportation projects to lead to
displacement, make transportation better in places where poor people live, people of color
live.”



“I know that systemic racism exists, however I’m not clear about the link to our transportation
system.”



“Priority should be made for investments in areas where there has been traditional
underinvestment or disinvestment.”



“Having people of color and those who might be at highest risk of negative consequences and
have historically not benefitted at the decision-making table.”



“Everyone already has access to public transportation.”



“Bring transportation options into neighborhoods that are underserved. Make those
neighborhoods safe to walk and bike. Make the transit centers in underserved areas attractive
and safe.”
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“Ensure communities of color are involved (in a meaningful way) in the decision-making
process and are not disproportionately impacted by investments (e.g. air pollutants,
relocation).”



“It’s going to take a more holistic approach with other city, county, regional, state, and federal
agencies and programs, and a robust and concerted effort to seek input from populations most
affected.”



“Transportation should simply be put where it’s needed. Forcing a connection between the
issues of racism/social equity with transportation is a stretch.”



“The needs of Portland’s communities of color should be front and center as we make
transportation plans.”



“Bring people directly affected by the systemic racism to the table – and truly listen to what
they say. Even if it isn’t what you want to hear.”

In general, would you support or oppose raising some transportation taxes and fees to
increase funding for those transportation priorities you feel are important?
(Responses: 2,478)

73% of respondents
say they would
strongly support or
somewhat support
raising some
transportation taxes
and fees to increase
funding for those
transportation
priorities they feel
are important.

Of those who responded to the question, 70.9% of Clackamas County participants, 78.1% of
Multnomah County participants and 69.3% of Washington County participants indicated they
strongly support or somewhat support an increase in transportation taxes and fees to address
important priorities.
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Any additional comments on transportation priorities, needs or preferences?
(Responses: 1,361)


“I support raising taxes to fund active transportation infrastructure and programs. NOT
expanding or building more highways.”



“I only strongly support this if the money is managed responsibly.”



“Must use the $$$ for wide variety of transportation (options) which includes the possibility of
building new (toll) roads.”



“Freight vehicles are not the same as cars. Freight should be prioritized over cars.”



“Raising taxes is fine; raising fares is not. Low-income individuals should not be responsible for
funding these improvements. No regressive taxation.”



“The more we wait to fix our transportation system, the more it will cost.”



“I think that our priorities have been somewhat backwards. We need to put a much higher price
on road and bridge use. This will lead to greater use of mass transit, bike and ped options.”



“Please raise the gas tax to fund transportation. I drive and believe a small increase in the gas
tax can make a better city for us all.”



“I’d like to see more investment by the private sector. Oregon employers are greatly affected
when their Washington-resident employees can’t make it across the river in a timely fashion.”



“I would like to see East Portland get a stronger focus. Many people of color have been displaced
out here and struggle with longer and trickier commutes. Also safety for kids who walk to
school.”
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WHO PARTICIPATED
Participants were given the option to provide demographic information to help Metro know if we
are hearing from a representative group of people that reflects our diverse communities and a
broad range of experiences in our region. Groups that are underrepresented in respondent
information by 4 percentage points or more are indicated.

Count
Age
Respondents (2403) minus “don’t know/prefer not to answer”
(14)
younger than 18
18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 and older

Percent

Regional
Population

2389
6
85
539
670
422
348
241
78

>1%
4%
23%
28%
18%
15%
10%
3%

Count

Percent

Income (household)
Respondents (2317) minus “don’t know/prefer not to answer”
(227)
less than $10,000
$10,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 or more
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23%
9%
16%
15%
14%
12%
6%
5%

Regional
Population

2090
49
65
96
257
411
352
523
337

2%
3%
5%
12%
20%
17%
25%
16%

7%
9%
9%
18%
18%
13%
15%
11%
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Count Percent
Disability
Respondents
ambulatory difficulty (serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs)
cognitive difficulty (because of a physical, mental or emotional
problem, difficulty remembering, concentrating or making
decisions)
hearing difficulty (deaf or serious difficulty hearing)
independent living difficulty (because of a physical, mental or
emotional problem, difficulty doing errands alone)
self-care difficulty (difficulty bathing or dressing)
vision difficulty (blind or serious difficulty seeing, even when
wearing glasses)
no or not applicable/prefer not to answer

2281
69
27

3%
1%

not available
not available

70
10

3%
<1%

not available
not available

13
35

1%
2%

not available
not available

2057

90%

not available

Count Percent
Race or Ethnicity2
Respondents (2349) minus “prefer not to answer” (222)
American Indian, Native American or Alaskan Native
Asian or Asian American
Black or African American
Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin
Pacific Islander
White
Other

Regional
Population

2127
28
63
42
83
10
1801
100

1%
3%
2%
4%
<1%
85%
5%

2

Regional
Population

2%
9%
5%
12%
1%
73%
6%

Due to limitations with the MetroQuest survey tool, participants were only allowed to choose one race or
ethnicity.
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Promotion of the survey
Metro promoted the survey through the website, newsfeeds, Facebook, Twitter and by requesting
distribution by neighborhood associations/community planning organizations who have previously
encouraged members to participate in Metro transportation decisions:














City of Gresham Office of Neighborhoods and Community Engagement
City of Portland Office of Neighborhood Involvement
City of Tigard Neighborhood Program coordinator
City of Tualatin Office of the City Manager
Multnomah County Office of Citizen Involvement
Washington County Citizen Participation Organization Program coordinator
Clackamas County CPO – Oak Grove, Jennings Lodge, Oatfield Ridge and the Westwood, North
Clackamas Areas
Ride Connection, Inc.
Oregon Department of Transportation
TriMet
Westside Transportation Alliance
Intertwine Alliance
GoLloyd

Metro also sent notices to community based organization partners, through individual relationships
built through ongoing partnerships and other engagement activities, asking them to distribute to
their organization and constituencies as they see fit.
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1000 Friends of Oregon
AARP
Asian Pacific American Network of Oregon
Bike Portland
Centro Cultural
Coalition of Communities of Color
Community Cycling Center
Immigrant & Refugee Community Organization
Latino Network
Momentum Alliance
Native American Youth and Family Center
OPAL
Oregon Environmental Council
Oregon League of Conservation Voters
Oregon Walks
Rosewood Initiative
Safe Route to Schools
Street Trust
Transportation for America
Urban League of Portland
Verde
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COMMUNITY LEADERS’ FORUM
On Jan. 19, 27 community leaders voiced their
opinions and shared their thoughts about which
outcomes they want to see prioritized in the
2018 Regional Transportation Plan. Leaders also
heard updates from staff about the Southwest
Corridor light rail project and equitable
development strategy and other efforts around
parks and nature, garbage and recycling,
affordable housing and transportation.
Three of the main takeaways from the discussion
at the forum were:


Lead with equity – if you address it, you get other desired outcomes.



Explicitly articulate who will benefit from these outcomes.



Better explain how the needs of people will be met by connecting equity to housing, jobs and
transportation.

Many of the community leaders voiced their dissatisfaction that communities of color and other
historically marginalized communities are seeing less access to jobs and community places than the
region as a whole in the first ten years of the plan.
Additional comments and themes of the forum included:


Perspectives of aging populations, people with disabilities
and youth need to be reflected in these conversations,
along with how they are being impacted by these
investments.



Profiling of black residents and low-income community
members on transit needs to be addressed.



The intersection of value pricing and affordability needs
to be addressed. With limits on how the state can use the
funds, mechanisms need to be in place to ensure that
benefit and burdens are distributed equitably.

“The region has come a long way
from including equity to moving
towards embedding equity [in
programs and projects.] I would
like to see us moving from
embedding equity into
prioritizing equity.”
Emily Lai
Momentum Alliance
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METRO COUNCILOR BRIEFINGS
As part of the public comment opportunity, the Metro Council engaged several business and
community organizations to provide a preview of initial evaluation of the project lists and key
takeaways. Some of the feedback heard is reflected below.


Our region’s transportation system must be accessible to everyone.



We need more bus service in East Portland and other areas where underserved communities
live.



Concern that freight projects make up a small portion of the cost of the entire plan.



Ensure that benefits and burdens of congestion pricing are distributed equitably.



Improve biking and walking access to transit.

Over 35 organizations were contacted to offer a briefing of the current update of the Regional
Transportation Plan. Of those organizations, the following received a presentation:


Clackamas County Business Alliance



Clackamas Workforce Partnership



Columbia Corridor Association



East Metro Economic Alliance



East Portland Action Plan



OPAL Environmental Justice



Tualatin Chamber of Commerce



Washington County Coordinating Committee



Westside Economic Alliance



Westside Transportation Alliance
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REGIONAL LEADERSHIP FORUM
On March 2, 2018, the Metro Council hosted Regional
Leadership Forum 4, at the Oregon Convention Center.
More than 100 city, county, and regional policymakers and
business and community leaders from across the greater
Portland area joined in bringing the perspectives of their
constituents and communities to the conversation.

“At the end of the day,
communities are on the ground
and those same communities
are the ones experiencing
decisions being made.”

These leaders offered their views on:

Maria Hernandez
OPAL Environmental Justice



Priorities to address in the next 10 years and beyond



Opportunities for aligning investments with priorities
as draft project lists are refined by jurisdictions



Building a shared path forward.

Key takeaways
Leaders participated in table discussions to recommend
ways for jurisdictions to refine their draft project lists to
better meet the region’s shared goals. What we heard
follows.

“If we are prioritizing in a way to
improve the quality of life for
historically marginalized people,
we, in fact, will be improving the
quality of life of all people.”
Martine Coblentz
Member of Metro’s Committee
on Racial Equity (CORE)

1. We can make more near-term progress on key regional priorities – equity, safety, travel
options and congestion. Advancing projects that address these outcomes to the 10-year list will
improve people’s lives by making travel safer, easing congestion, improving access to jobs and
community places, attracting jobs and businesses to the region, saving households and businesses
time and money, and reducing vehicle emissions.
2. This is an opportunity to reduce disparities and barriers that exist for historically
marginalized communities. Advancing projects that improve safety and expand travel options to
the 10-year list will reduce disparities and barriers, especially for people of color and households of
modest means.
3. Prioritize projects that focus on safety
in high injury corridors. Advance projects
in high injury corridors to the 10-year list
and ensure all projects in high injury
corridors address safety to reduce the
likelihood and severity of crashes for all
modes.
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4. Accelerate transit service expansion. Increase transit service as much as possible beyond
Climate Smart Strategy investment levels. Focus new and enhanced transit service to connect
transit to underserved communities to jobs and community places, in congested corridors and in
areas with more jobs and housing.
5. Tackle congestion and manage travel demand.
Advance lower cost projects to the 10-year list that use
designs, travel information, technologies and other
strategies to support and expand travel options and
maximize use of the existing system. This will help ease
congestion and keep people and goods moving safely and
reliably. It will be important to ensure that lower income
households are not financially burdened by strategies to
make road use more efficient.
6. Prioritize completion of biking and walking network
gaps. Advance projects that fill gaps for biking and walking
in high injury corridors or that provide connections to
transit, schools, jobs and 2040 centers to the 10-year list.

“We need leadership, and we
need it from the people in this
room. We need it from the
elected officials, we need it from
the business community, we
need it from community leaders,
and we need it from staff,
because the stakes are so high.”
Jessica Vega Pederson
Multnomah County
Commissioner

7. We must continue to build public trust through inclusive engagement, transparency and
accountability. Leaders agreed that it is important to continue engaging the region’s diverse
communities in the planning and implementation of projects to achieve desired outcomes,
including equity, safety, reliability, affordability and health. We should report back whether
projects deliver (or don’t deliver) anticipated outcomes and adjust course as needed. Improved
participation, transparency and accountability with our investment decisions will help build broad
support for more investment in our communities.
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NEXT STEPS
Following this public engagement period, MPAC and JPACT will make recommendations to the
Metro Council on the ways jurisdictions should look to refine their draft project lists. The Metro
Council will make a final recommendation in mid-March on direction for project refinement. From
the end of March through April, jurisdictions will meaningfully review and refine their projects to
the extent practicable to help make more progress on key regional priorities.
From April to June, the Metro Council, MPAC and JPACT will review draft regional strategies for
transit, safety, emerging technology and freight, along with the policy and implementation chapters
of the draft RTP. A final 45-day comment period will be held for the public to review the draft plan,
policies and strategies. Additionally, the public will have the opportunity to comment on the
technical evaluation of the refined project lists.
Later this fall, MPAC and JPACT will recommend action on the 2018 RTP and regional strategies to
the Metro Council. By early December, the Metro Council will consider final action on the 2018 RTP
and strategies.
March 14 and 15 – MPAC and JPACT make recommendations to Council
March 20 – Council provides direction on refining projects
March 26 to April 27 – Regional partners refine project lists
April to June – Council, MPAC and JPACT review draft regional strategies for transit, safety,
emerging technology and freight and draft RTP (focus on policy and implementation chapters)
June 29 to Aug. 13 Public review and comment on draft plan, policies, strategies and project lists
(45-day comment period)
Oct. 2018 – Policy committees make recommendations to the Metro Council on adoption of the
2018 RTP and regional strategies
Dec. 6 – Metro Council considers final action on 2018 RTP and strategies
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If you picnic at Blue Lake or take your kids to the Oregon Zoo, enjoy symphonies at the Schnitz or
auto shows at the convention center, put out your trash or drive your car – we’ve already crossed
paths.
So, hello. We’re Metro – nice to meet you.
In a metropolitan area as big as Portland, we can do a lot of things better together. Join us to help
the region prepare for a happy, healthy future.
Stay in touch with news, stories and things to do.
oregonmetro.gov/news
Follow oregonmetro

Metro Council President
Tom Hughes
Metro Councilors
Shirley Craddick, District 1
Betty Dominguez, District 2
Craig Dirksen, District 3
Kathryn Harrington, District 4
Sam Chase, District 5
Bob Stacey, District 6
Auditor
Brian Evans

600 NE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97232-2736
503-797-1700
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